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where to find indigenous plants 
VVP plant species are varied and include lillies, grasses,  

herbs and many other unique wildflowers, there are  
over 200 species of daisies and around 100 different orchids.  

Many species are critically endangered.
Across the VVP there are indigenous plant nurseries where you can buy  

local indigenous plants generated from locally collected seeds.  
Indigenous plant nurseries can help to identify  

local remnant plants and can explain when it is the  
best time seasonally to plant which plants and where. 

 
where to find secondhand roofing tiles 

Use only terra-cotta or clay roof tiles.  
Refer to the Planet Ark website... 

recyclingnearyou.com.au 
and search by either 'product' under  

construction and demolition or download a list of  
contacts from the project website. 

 
where to find the shelters 

Each shelter connects to another by helping to increase  
the presence of original species on the VVP.  

All the single shelters together form a network of connectivity  
as an artwork. A map of all the single shelters and information about  

how to add a shelter to the map that you have made can be found at the  
website address at the bottom of this page... 

 
more about grassland species and the VVP 

Natural Resources & Environment 
www. nre.vic.gov.au/plntanml/biodiversity/directions/volcanic.htm 

Indigenous Flora & Fauna Association 
www.iffa.org.au/ 

Striped Legless Lizard Working Group 
http://155.187.3.81/biodiversity/threatened/publications/recovery/ 

striped-legless-lizard/ 
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diagram 5 
LAYER THREE

The tiles can be left in the same place indefinitely to provide  
habitat and increase the biodiversity.  Ideally they would be re-arranged 
to suit a number of beneficial purposes, such as to develop or expand an 
indigenous garden installed in greater number to protect and extend the 
perimeter of remnant (eg. roadside) sites; or maybe used to assist the  
translocation of  threatened species such as the Striped Legless Lizard. 
 
The tiles must be left in place for at least three months to kill the weeds. 
Animals and insects will move in quite quickly, perhaps within a few days 
and you can (carefully) check to see what has moved in. The plant may 
require some watering. With time the weeds beneath the tiles will die 
and begin to decompose and the soil will become suitable for planting. 
Contact your local indigenous nursery or grassland specialists to find out 
when it is seasonal for specific plants. Shift the tiles outwards and around 
on top of other weeded spaces to expand the garden.

p5p4

This layer involves adding an additional layer of tiles to: create  
a ‘cascade’ of rainwater towards the plant; block light from  
reaching the weeds through the larger gaps; and create a more complex and 
robust habitat, see diagram 5. 
 
Rest the nose of a new tile in the channel of a layer two tile (see tile 11 in 
relation to tile 10) and rest the lip on a neighbouring layer two tile (see tile 
11 in relation to tile 6) in order to tilt the tile so that the rainwater runs to-
wards the plant. You might like to reverse the direction of one of the tiles 
so that the rainwater pools rather than flows to make a temporary drinking 
trough for a variety of creatures. Don’t worry if your construction is not 
as neat as these diagrams as long as it works to direct the rain towards the 
remnant plant and to block the light from the weeds. 
 

5.  LAYER THREE

6.  WHAT NEXT / A GARDEN



where to make one 
The Victorian Volcanic Plains (VVP), stretching about 300 kilometres 
west from the Maribyrong River in Melbourne  is one of the worlds 
most endangered ecosystems. These iconic plains contain more than 
400 volcanos in various states of dormancy.  As there is less than 1% left 
of the original (indigenous) vegetation of the VVP, most of the region is 
potentially an appropriate site for this artwork .

 materials and method 
The artwork involves reusing secondhand terra-cotta (clay) roofing tiles 
and stacking them in the manner described here, to surround either an 
indigenous plant specimen (either remnant or re-introduced)  
or a bluestone boulder. 
 
the significance of rocks  
The rocks on the VVP are called bluestone or basalt, they are 
the weathered remains of solidified lava flows and are naturally 
scattered across the plains. Beneath these stones the soil remains moist. 
Cracks and crevices in the surrounding soil  provide homes for many 
creatures and places for seeds to sprout. The stones hold the  soil  
and the plants in place during droughts. 
Rock removal (for building, farming, cropping, development etc.) 
destroys habitat by allowing weeds to move in and soil erosion to occur. 
Many of Melbourne’s public buildings and monuments, including the 
NGV, are built of bluestone, which is still quarried  
on the volcanic plains.

the use of tiles
The shelters reproduce some of the beneficial aspects  
previously provided by the now missing rocks. They reuse a type of 
locally available, secondhand roofing tile to assemble structures that: 
direct rainwater towards the remnant plant; smother and block sunlight 
from the surrounding weeds; maintain space for the plant to grow  
and expand; and, create habitat in order to increase  
the biodiversity of the site. The minimum number of tiles required  
to build a single shelter is 15.  
 
timing 
The shelters can be made at any time of the year but the best time is 
before  the seeds of weeds have developed on the site, generally in the 
wetter months of autum and spring.  The shelters should be left in place 
for a minimum of 3 months and can be left in place to provide habitat 
indefinitely.

WARNING: make and visit this work responsibly and at your own risk... 
In some locations this artwork may create habitat for little Whip Snakes, or other 
species which are poisonous – read information about anti-venom and  first-aid  
 treatment  beforehand, it can be found here...      http://www.avru.org
IMPORTANT:  When inspecting beneath or moving the tiles always lift the tiles away 
from you cautiously and wear gardening gloves, trousers and sturdy shoes. If you are 
in an area where snakes are usually found be prepared to manage an encounter with a 
variety of species including reptiles  responsibly and with the well-being of the animal in 
mind - do not drop a tile on a snake as you will most likely injure it.

diagram 1 
TILE RIGHT-WAY-UP
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diagram 2 
TILE UPSIDE-DOWN

Examine a tile.  Each roof tile is comprised of two channels that are 
designed to transport rainwater when the tile is placed the  
‘right-way-up’ , see diagram 1.

When the tile is flipped ‘upside-down’ these two channels curve  
outwardly, see diagram 2. 
 
Each tile also has a ‘nose-end’ and a ‘lip-end’. The ‘nose’ is the end of the 
tile shaped in a curve so that rainwater runs off easily when the tile is 
installed at an incline on a roof.  The ‘lip’ is the opposite end of the tile 
shaped to support the ‘nose’ of the next tile when on a roof,  
see diagram 1 + 2. 
  

Arrange 5 (or more) tiles placed UPSIDE-DOWN, nose to lip and  
with two corners touching, to surround either a basalt stone or remnant 
plant, see diagram 3.

Fold down any weeds that surround the remnant plant and tuck them 
away under these tiles as this will help to smother the weeds and draw 
them away from the remnant plant.

This layer of upside-down-tiles forms a series of low tunnels for insects, 
reptiles, frogs and tiny mammals and is used to support and to tilt the 
next layer of tiles.
 

diagram 4 
LAYER TWO

Arrange five (or more) tiles, placed right-way up, as shown  
in diagram 4. 
 
 Each new tile tilts towards the remnant plant with two layer-one-tiles  
supporting the ‘lip-end’ and the ‘nose-end’ touching the ground. 
  
The centre of each new tile should rest roughly where  
two ‘layer-one -tiles’ touch. 

It is important to allow the remnant plant some space to grow and ex-
pand (or to leave space around a basalt rock to start new planting). The 
tiles should not cover the ground beneath the plant canopy and there 
should be at least 10 cm of space beyond the plant (or rock) base. This 
may require either shifting (layer-one) tiles back slightly  or using more 
tiles to construct the shelter.
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diagram 3 
LAYER ONE

remnant plant

or basalt rock
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1.  ABOUT  MAKING A SINGLE SHELTER

2.  ABOUT THE TILES

3.  LAYER ONE

4.  LAYER TWO
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